Western Scientific Approaches to Near-Death Experiences
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Abstract: Near-death experiences (NDEs) are vivid experiences that often occur in life-threatening conditions, usually characterized by a transcendent tone and clear perceptions of leaving the body and being in a different spatiotemporal dimension. Such experiences have been reported throughout history in diverse cultures, and are reported today by 10% to 20% of people who have come close to death. Although cultural expectations and parameters of the brush with death influence the content of some NDEs, near-death phenomenology is invariant across cultures. That invariance may reflect universal psychological defenses, neurophysiological processes, or actual experience of a transcendent or mystical domain. Research into these alternative explanations has been hampered by the unpredictable occurrence of NDEs. Regardless of the causes or interpretations of NDEs, however, they are consistently associated with profound and long-lasting aftereffects on experiencers, and may have important implications for non-experiencers as well.
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1. Introduction

Near-death experiences (NDEs) are vivid, realistic, subjective experiences that often occur in life-threatening conditions, such as in cardiac or respiratory arrest, head injury, or states of shock. They are usually characterized by a transcendent tone and clear perceptions of having left the physical body and being in a different spatiotemporal dimension of being [1–3]. Prospective studies from several
different populations have found that NDEs are reported by 10% to 20% of people who have come close to death [4–8].

Although the term near-death experience and its acronym NDE were coined by Raymond Moody only 40 years ago [9], accounts of such experiences were known in the folklore and writings of European, Middle Eastern, African, Indian, East Asian, Pacific, and Native American cultures. The first modern collection of such cases was published in 1892 by Albert von St. Gallen Heim [10], and translated into English 80 years later [11]. Stunned by his own near-death experience when he survived a fall in the Alps, Heim collected similar narratives from other mountain climbers, soldiers wounded in war, workers who had fallen from scaffolds, and individuals who had nearly died in accidents and near-drownings.

In coining the term near-death experience, Moody identified 15 commonly reported elements in NDE narratives: ineffability, hearing oneself pronounced dead, feelings of peace and quiet, hearing unusual noises, seeing a dark tunnel, being “out of the body”, meeting “spiritual beings”, a bright light often experienced as a “being of light”, panoramic life review, a realm in which all knowledge exists, cities of light, a realm of bewildered spirits, a “supernatural rescue”, sensing an uncrossable border or limit, and returning to the body [9]. Based on a statistical analysis of features reported most frequently by near-death experiencers, Bruce Greyson classified NDE elements into: (a) cognitive features of time distortion, thought acceleration, a life review, and revelation; (b) affective features of peace, joy, cosmic unity, and an encounter with loving “being of light”; (c) seemingly paranormal features of unnaturally vivid sensory experiences, putative extrasensory experiences and precognitive visions, and out-of-body experiences; and (d) transcendent features of otherworldly encounters with mystical beings, visible spirits, and an uncrossable border to an unearthly realm [12].

The preponderance of research into NDEs suggests that how one comes close to death, or how close one actually comes to death, does not influence the occurrence or type of NDE [13–15]. However, some studies have indicated that physiological details of the close brush with death may play a minor role. For example, NDEs dominated by cognitive features, such as temporal distortions, accelerated thoughts, and a life review, are more common in near-death events that are sudden and unexpected than in those that may have been anticipated [16]. NDEs associated with cardiac arrest resemble out-of-body experiences (OBEs), whereas those without cardiac arrest are more similar to depersonalization, in which one feels oneself or one’s body to be unreal; and NDEs occurring to intoxicated persons tend to be bizarre and confused, like hallucinations [17]. Patients in coma due to damage to the brainstem that controls bodily functions are less likely to be peaceful than those in coma due to damage to the cerebral cortex that plays a role in thoughts, perceptions, and memories [18]. Furthermore, individuals who have come closer to death have a higher incidence of NDEs than those who did not [5,11], and are more likely to report certain features, such as an encounter with a brilliant light, enhanced cognitive function, and positive emotions [19]. These differences suggest that the physiological details of the close brush with death play a role in how the NDE is experienced by the individual.

Comparisons of NDE accounts from different cultures suggest that prior beliefs may influence the way a person will report an NDE following a close brush with death. Features such as encountering other beings and realms appear to be nearly universal cross-cultural elements. However, the life review and tunnel sensation are primarily reported in NDEs from Christian and Buddhist cultures and are rare
among native populations in North America, Australia, and the Pacific islands [20]. These cultural influences had led some scholars a half century ago to interpret NDEs as emotional reactions to the threat of imminent death [21–24]. In recent decades, however, it has become apparent that this variability in reported features reflects not the experience itself but rather the experiencers’ ability to process and express an event that is largely ineffable and must be “inevitably cast in the images, concepts and symbols available to the individual” ([25], p. 611).

2. Proposed Scientific Explanations of Near-Death Experiences

Most near-death experiencers interpret their NDE as a spiritual experience, and frame their understanding of it in spiritual or religious terms [26]. Religious scholars have examined NDEs in the context of various spiritual faiths, exploring their concordance with particular traditions’ teachings regarding death and dying [27]. Although theological approaches can place NDEs in a broader context and are generally consistent with the experiencers’ interpretations, they are beyond the scope of this review’s focus on Western scientific approaches.

NDEs have proven particularly challenging to explain within a Western scientific paradigm, inasmuch as they involve vivid and complex thinking, perception, and memory formation under conditions in which current neuroscientific models of the mind deem such cognitive processes impossible, such as under general anesthesia and in cardiac arrest [7,8,28]. In recent years, several scientific explanations for NDEs have been proposed, as scientists attempt to understand these profound experiences and integrate them into current neuroscientific models of human cognition. These proposed explanations are based on suggested similarities of NDEs to various psychological or physiological conditions or to speculations regarding psychological or physiological mechanisms thought to be implicated in NDEs.

2.1. Psychological Explanations

Because the thoughts, perceptions, and feelings during NDEs are quite different from those in normal states of consciousness, researchers and clinicians have sought to explain NDEs in terms of various psychological states. However, studies of near-death experiencers as a group have found them to be psychologically healthy individuals who do not differ from comparison groups in any measure of mental health [13,14,29–32]. Specifically, near-death experiencers and comparison samples are comparable in intelligence, neuroticism, extraversion, trait and state anxiety, and Rorschach indicators of openness to unusual experience [33]. However, there are some data suggesting that near-death experiencers do differ from comparison groups in some psychological traits. Experiencers tend to be good hypnotic subjects, remember their dreams more often, and are adept at using mental imagery [32,34]. They also tend to acknowledge significantly more childhood trauma and resultant tendencies to feel detached from one’s surroundings than do non-experiencers [35]. It is unclear, however, whether these personal traits and recall of prior experiences are aftereffects of NDEs or whether they are differences that preceded the NDEs and may in fact have facilitated them.

Although the preponderance of evidence suggests that near-death experiencers are psychologically healthy, the experience of consciousness during NDEs differs radically from normal perceptions, in that experiencers often report their center of consciousness being separated from the physical body and
seeing things from a visual perspective outside the body. Furthermore, experiencers often report that their thoughts were dramatically clearer and faster in the NDE and their sensations more vivid, sometimes involving colors and sounds unlike anything experienced under other conditions. Because these phenomena are subjective experiences, they cannot be corroborated by others.

Several psychological hypotheses have been proposed to explain NDEs [36]. For example, it has been proposed that persons faced with potentially inescapable danger attempt to exclude this unpleasant reality from perception and replace it with the pleasurable fantasy of an NDE to protect the individual from being paralyzed by emotional shock [37,38]. Along the lines of that explanation, the expectancy model proposes that NDEs are products of the imagination, constructed from one’s personal and cultural expectations to protect against the threat of death. However, although there are some cross-cultural variations in the content of NDEs, individuals often report experiences that conflict with their specific religious and personal expectations regarding death [16,39]. Furthermore, knowledge about NDEs acquired prior to the experience does not influence the reported details of the experience [13,14,30,40]. NDEs of people who reported their experiences prior to 1975, when the term “near-death experience” was coined and the phenomenon first described, did not differ from NDEs reported in more recent years, with the single exception of more frequent descriptions of a tunnel [41].

Another problem for the expectancy model is that children as young as 3 years of age, who may have fewer cultural and religious beliefs about death, report the same characteristic features of NDEs as do adults [29,42–44], and some NDEs have been reported to have occurred during the first year of life, but were described by the child years later [45,46].

NDEs have been interpreted as recollections of the birth experience because they often include a sense of passing through a dark tunnel into a world of light, which was thought to be similar to the experience of being born [47]. However, newborns lack the visual acuity, spatial stability of their visual images, mental alertness, and brain coding capacity to register memories of the birth experience [48]. Furthermore, claims of leaving the body and of passing through a tunnel to another realm are equally common in persons born by cesarean section and those born by normal vaginal delivery, contradicting the prediction of the birth-memory model [49].

It has also been suggested that people with a rich fantasy life, ability to form images in the mind, and tendency to experience sensations intensely are more likely than other people to report NDEs [50]. The actual data regarding such “fantasy proneness” among near-death experiencers have been inconsistent. Some studies have found greater tendencies toward fantasy proneness among near-death experiencers than among comparison groups [34], whereas others have not [35].

NDEs have been compared to a psychological condition called depersonalization, which is a state in which one’s thoughts and feelings seem unreal and one loses all sense of identity [24,51]. Both NDEs and depersonalization can involve a sense of detachment from the physical body and distortion of the sense of time. Despite this superficial similarity, however, the two states are quite different, in that depersonalization is experienced as “dreamlike” and unpleasant, whereas NDEs are usually experienced as realistic rather than dreamlike and blissful [29]. Furthermore, the core feature of depersonalization, loss of one’s sense of identity, is absent in NDEs [52,53].

NDEs have also been compared to a condition called dissociation, which is a sense of detachment from one’s immediate surroundings, including one’s own bodily sensations and emotions, often used as a psychological defense mechanisms to ward off anxiety or pain [54]. Some studies have suggested
that near-death experiencers’ tendency to dissociate is higher than that of a comparison sample [35], although still within the range of the normal population [55,56]; others have found no differences between near-death experiencers and others [52]. These contradictory findings are consistent with the notion that near-death experiencers are not generally prone to dissociate, but may do so under serious stress [55], as transient dissociation is a common adaptive response to crisis among the general population [57].

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a psychological condition triggered by experiencing or witnessing some trauma and is characterized by recurrent, intrusive thoughts of the traumatic event and by efforts to avoid thinking about it [57,58]. Near-death experiencers, like people with PTSD, report more intrusive memories of their close brush with death than do people who came close to death with no NDEs, but they do not report greater efforts to avoid reminders of that event [59]. Overall, the near-death experiencers’ recurrent, intrusive thoughts of the NDE suggest a nonspecific mental cognitive processing of a catastrophic event, but not posttraumatic stress disorder [59].

NDEs have also been compared to autoscopy, which is a visual hallucination of one’s body associated with a variety of brain disorders [53]. However, in NDEs, the experiencers view their inactive physical bodies from a visual perspective outside the body, whereas in autoscopy, one’s point of perception remains inside the body and one sees a hallucinated duplicate image of the body at some other location [29].

2.2. Physiological Explanations

Other researchers have sought explanations for NDEs in terms of normal or abnormal functions of the brain. Several explanatory hypotheses have been proposed linking NDEs to various physiological processes presumed to come into play in a life-threatening situation. Some have suggested that absence of oxygen or decreased oxygen getting to the brain, as a common final pathway to brain death, might be implicated in NDEs. However, decreased oxygen is a highly distressing experience, particularly for those who report perceptual distortions and hallucinations [60]. The distress and agitation typical of decreased oxygen contrast markedly with NDEs, which are usually recalled as peaceful and positive experiences [2,3]. Furthermore, contrary to the hypoxia hypothesis, empirical research on altered oxygen levels has shown that NDEs are associated with increased oxygen levels [7,14], or levels equivalent to those of non-experiencers [43,61], but no study has shown decreased levels of oxygen during NDEs.

A parallel hypothesis attributes NDEs to increased carbon dioxide levels in the brain. However, empirical data on altered carbon dioxide in NDEs have also been inconsistent. Studies have variously reported increased carbon dioxide associated with NDEs [61], decreased carbon dioxide [14], or no change in carbon dioxide levels associated with NDEs [7,43]. The interpretation of these data is unclear, as increased carbon dioxide can be the result of better heart function, which reduces the amnesia usually seen in cardiac arrest. Thus, an association between high carbon dioxide levels and NDE reports, if it existed, might reflect only that patients who can remember more of their cardiac arrest experience in general also report more NDEs. Indeed, amnesia for events of a cardiac arrest is seven times more common in survivors who did not report NDEs than among those who do [8].
Some researchers have attributed NDEs to hallucinations produced either by medications given to dying patients, by altered body physiology, or by brain malfunctioning as a person approaches death [62]. However, altered body physiology and brain malfunctions generally produce clouded thinking, irritability, fear, belligerence, and idiosyncratic visions [58], quite unlike the exceptionally clear thinking, peacefulness, calmness, and predictable content generally seen in NDEs [63]. Visions induced by drugs or altered physiology are generally of living persons, whereas those in NDEs are almost always of deceased persons [64]. Moreover, patients who had fevers or were given drugs when near death actually report fewer NDEs and less elaborate experiences than do patients who remain free of drugs and fever [13,14,64]. These findings suggest that drugs or physiological alterations in fact inhibit NDEs, or at least interfere with their later recall.

Researchers have proposed several chemical models to explain NDEs, attributing them to a wide variety of substances that transmit impulses from one brain cell to another (neurotransmitters) [65–70]. The number of hypothetical neurotransmitters implicated is quite large, but none of these speculations is supported by any evidence. Likewise, anatomical models have been proposed, identifying the location responsible for NDEs in a wide variety of sites in the brain [65,67,71–77]. Although these models are speculative and none have been tested, any or all of them may suggest pathways through which NDEs may be expressed or interpreted.

Several researchers have compared NDEs to malfunctions in the temporal lobe of the brain, the lobe located behind the temples, because seizures or direct electrical stimulation of that region of the brain can elicit experiences thought to be similar to a sensation of leaving the body [72,78]. However, stimulation of the temporal lobe induces false sensations of bizarre distortions of the body, such as legs changing size or shape [72], which do not occur in NDEs. These bodily illusions induced by brain stimulation occur only with the eyes open and disappear when the eyes are closed, unlike NDEs [79]. Additionally, these “induced out-of-body” illusions are always viewed from the visual perspective of being inside the body, unlike NDEs, and they do not include accurate perceptions of the environment from a spatial perspective distant from the body, as do many NDEs [80,81].

In fact, the vast majority of subjective experiences elicited by stimulation of the temporal lobes are frightening fragments of dreamlike sensations that bear no resemblance to the coherent narratives of NDEs ([82]; [83], pp. 611–55). Furthermore, the vast majority of patients with temporal lobe seizures do not report out-of-body experiences [84]. Studies of near-death experiencers’ brain waves have found no clinically significant seizure activity in the temporal lobe [73].

NDEs have also been associated speculatively with intrusion into waking consciousness of thought patterns typical of dream sleep [85]. However, NDEs typically occur under conditions that inhibit dream sleep, such as general anesthesia [86], and dream sleep is actually reduced in near-death experiencers [73].

In the past few years, reports have documented very brief but unexpected increases in brain electrical activity at the point of death [87], or even after cardiac death [88]. However, subjective experiences have not been associated with this electrical activity, so it is not clear whether this brief surge of electricity has any relevance to NDEs. Moreover, the increased electrical activity was not assessed based on standard measures of brain activity but rather on a confidential formula that is known to misinterpret a variety of physiological and environmental signals as brain activity [89,90]. This statistical measure, based on electrical recordings from the patient’s forehead, is particular
vulnerable to false readings coming from electrical activity of the underlying forehead muscle, which even at rest can produce signals that resemble brain waves [91,92].

Recently, it was reported that for 30 seconds after cardiac arrest, rat brains can generate electrical activity that was thought might be related to NDEs [93]. However, this electrical surge was only a tiny fraction of the rat brain’s electrical power prior to cardiac arrest and was completely eliminated by anesthesia, which does not eliminate NDEs [94]. Furthermore, this surge in brain electrical activity has not been seen in humans, in whom brain activity decreases and stops within 6–7 seconds of cardiac arrest without any surge [95].

Although many of the neurophysiological mechanisms proposed to explain NDEs are plausible, none has been demonstrated to occur in a near-death state, and some, such as those based on lack of oxygen, have been contradicted by empirical data. No theory has yet been proposed that can account satisfactorily for all the common elements of NDEs. There is no logical reason, however, to demand that one theory explain the entire phenomenon; it may well be that different components of NDEs have different mechanisms.

Several authors have proposed multifactorial models that attribute different NDE features to different mechanisms [62,66,96]. However, these multifactorial models, in an effort to be comprehensive, invoke untestable speculations regarding unspecified chemicals, and in order to explain “all” features of NDEs they ignore key features of the experience that they do not explain, such as accurate out-of-body perceptions [62,97], a problem that one of these authors acknowledged in a broadcast interview [98].

Ultimately, even if evidence were found to support a physiological model for the NDE, that evidence would be open to various interpretations. Correlating a brain state with an experience does not imply that brain states necessarily cause the experience; the brain state may alternatively allow access to or simply reflect the experience. The idea that brain function facilitates but does not cause NDEs has been proposed by some researchers who study physiological correlates of NDEs [69,76,99]. As one such researcher expressed it, “understanding how the television set works does not yield any information regarding from where the images and sounds arise” ([100], p. 38).

2.3. Nonreductionistic Explanations

The scientific models described above are rooted in the predominant mechanistic-reductionist paradigm that guided Western science in recent centuries. However, it is in the very nature of Western science to test and if necessary modify its axioms and paradigms when they prove inadequate to accommodating the empirical evidence. This is exactly what relativity and quantum physicists did a century ago, sparking a scientific revolution. Physics in the 20th century moved beyond the classical paradigm, which no longer accommodated the predictions and findings of quantum mechanics. Modeled on the success of physics in the past century as it expanded beyond the classical materialist paradigm, neuroscientists in the 21st century are poised to reconsider their conceptions of the nature of consciousness, particularly in regard to anomalous phenomena like near-death experiences [1].

Several features of NDEs pose serious challenges to the reductionistic model of the mind as a product solely of brain activity. The mental clarity, vivid sensory imagery, and clear memory for the experience are the norm for NDEs that occur under physiological conditions such as deep anesthesia or
cardiac arrest that, accordingly to current neurophysiological models, should eliminate any consciousness at all [28]. There have been documented and corroborated accurate perceptions by near-death experiencers of incidents that occurred during the time when the brain was fully anesthetized or deprived of any blood flow, as during cardiac or respiratory arrest [2,3,8].

Such phenomena suggest that the brain may function not as the source of our mental activity but rather as a filter or transducer of our thoughts and feelings, much as a radio or television set receives signals from an external source and converts them into a form of energy that we can see and hear [101,102]. Indeed, there is now abundant evidence from phenomena other than NDEs that brain activity facilitates the manifestation of mental activity, while at the same time thoughts and feelings alter both the functioning and the physical structure of the brain [3]. This is not to reject the utility of the reductionistic materialist model of 20th century neuroscience, but rather to recognize that that model may have reached its limits when approaching phenomena like NDEs, just as Newtonian physics reached its limits when approaching subatomic phenomena and extreme velocities [28].

Most near-death experiencers believe that during the NDE some part of them separated from their physical bodies and experienced a glimpse of what postmortem consciousness might be like [28]. Experiencers often report that during the NDEs they viewed their bodies from an out-of-body spatial perspective, sometimes describing accurately what was going on while they appeared to be unconscious [8,14,103–105]. Some of those descriptions may be attributable to guesses about likely events or to retrospective reconstructions based on objects and events glimpsed prior to or after the period of unconsciousness. However, in two extensive controlled studies, some near-death experiencers were able to relate accurate details of idiosyncratic and unexpected events during resuscitations of their hearts, whereas every cardiac arrest survivor in those studies who had not reported an NDE described incorrect equipment and procedures when asked to describe the resuscitation [14,106].

Some people additionally report that, while ostensibly out of the body, they saw events they could not have perceived normally even if they had been conscious, such as events that occurred outside the range of their sense organs [8,107]. Various researchers have published cases in which they obtained independent corroboration from physicians and nurses of unconscious patients’ accurate out-of-body perceptions during the NDEs, including perceptions of very unlikely objects, such as the plaid shoelaces of a nurse who was present only during the patient’s resuscitation and not before or after [108], and a cardiac surgeon “flapping his arms as if trying to fly” during an operation [109]. There are also a few corroborated cases of blind individuals who experienced accurate visual perceptions of objects and events during their NDEs, although NDE accounts among blind individuals are rare and their purported visual perceptions are not always verified by others [110,111]. In a recent review of 93 reports of out-of-body perceptions during NDEs, of which 80 were corroborated by an independent informant, 92% were completely accurate, 6% contained some error, and only 1% was completely erroneous [105].

The accuracy of out-of-body perceptions during NDEs challenges the conception that they are hallucinations. Moreover, individuals who have these veridical out-of-body perceptions usually claim that their mental processes were remarkably clear when they seemed to be separated from their physical bodies, which leads them to believe that they will survive the death of their bodies. However, because near-death experiencers are still alive, their consciousness, even though it may seem to be
detached from the body, may still remain dependent on the body’s survival for its continued existence. Thus, although veridical out-of-body perceptions near death may bear on the relationship between the mind and the body while it is alive, they do not necessarily tell us anything about postmortem conditions [112].

Some near-death experiencers report that, during the time they seemed to be dying, they met deceased relatives and friends. Some of these cases may be hallucinatory reflections of the dying individual’s expectations or may represent defensive attempts to reduce fear of impending death by imagining reunion with familiar persons. This explanation is less plausible for children, who have not acquired a concept of death as permanent and who would more naturally hallucinate their living parents or other protectors in times of stress. In fact, however, children virtually never see their living parents in NDEs, and, in some cases, they describe meeting persons, whom they did not know, in sufficient detail to allow their parents to recognize those persons as deceased relatives, or the child may later identify the person from the NDE in a family portrait he or she had never seen before [113].

A type of near-death vision that may provide evidence for postmortem survival is the experience in which persons on their deathbeds see a recently deceased person of whose death they had no knowledge, excluding the possibility that the vision was a hallucination related to the experiencers’ expectations [114]. In some of these cases, the experiencer reported meeting a deceased person he or she had never met. For example, a patient during a cardiac arrest had an NDE in which he saw a man he did not know. He later learned from his dying mother that he had been born out of an extramarital affair with a man killed in World War II. Shown a picture of his biological father, he immediately recognized him as the man he had seen during his NDE [115]. In another case, a young girl during heart surgery had an NDE in which she saw a boy who identified himself as her brother, although she thought she was an only child. Her father, moved by her report, confessed that he had had a son she never knew about, who had died before she was born [116]. Although these data are not compelling proof of survival, they cannot be dismissed as hallucinations based on expectation [114].

The difficulty in reconciling NDEs with mainstream neurophysiological models of consciousness has raised questions about the reality of these experiences. Two studies have investigated the quality of memories of NDEs, using a standardized instrument designed to differentiate memories of imagined events from memories of events that actually happened [117,118]. In both studies, memories of NDEs were more like memories of real events than like memories of imagined events, and in fact appeared “more real” than the memories of other events that actually happened, making it unlikely that they are products of the imagination. One of these studies also included measurements of brain waves during recall of the NDEs, which contributed further evidence that the memories of NDEs were processed in the brain like memories of real events [118].

3. Methodological Issues in Scientific Research into NDEs

Near-death experience accounts have become common in the media in recent years, as many popular books, movies, and television talk shows have fueled the public interest in the topic. Because it is difficult to ascertain the degree to which these accounts have been fabricated or embellished, scientists have generally avoided these accounts and focused instead on unpublicized cases. Although most investigators familiar with the scientific literature on NDE use standardized definitions and
criteria for NDEs, scientists unfamiliar with this literature have at times used inconsistent definitions. Imprecise definitions have been particularly problematic in studies of brain stimulation, in which strange body image distortions that do not involve visualizing the body from an external perspective are frequently misinterpreted as “out-of-body experiences” [81].

Early research into NDE was limited to collecting anecdotes from experiencers who volunteered their accounts. This likely yielded a sample biased in favor of more verbal and extroverted experiencers who had more elaborate NDEs they deemed worthy of sharing. Later studies involved interviewing all members of a group of individuals likely to have been close to death. Although some of the earlier cohort studies focused on accident victims [10,23,24,119] or survivors of attempted suicide [30,120–124], more recent ones have focused on survivors of cardiac arrest [5–8,14,61,125]. Limiting the sample to cardiac arrest survivors maximizes the possibility that the study participants were indeed close to death, but as noted above, NDEs associated with cardiac arrest may not be typical of NDEs associated with other circumstances.

Research into the etiology of NDEs remains hampered by the difficulty of obtaining direct evidence bearing on the plausible hypotheses, in part because of the unpredictable occurrence of the experience. Psychological hypotheses can be tested indirectly by examining personality traits and cognitive styles of experiencers; but such psychological profiles cannot reveal what defenses, if any, may have operated at the time of the experience. The neurological hypotheses that have been proposed so far are untestable in terms of the current methodological sophistication. Neurophysiological studies may some day bridge the gap between mystical experience and physiological events, but as one neurosurgical team attempting to explain NDEs observed, “there are—at this stage—not even preliminary data on the neurology of the different phenomena associated with NDEs” ([126], p. 320; see also [127]).

Although correlating NDEs with specific brain structures or neurotransmitters would not necessarily tell us what causes NDEs, it would potentially open up new tools and techniques for investigating the mechanisms and aftereffects of these experiences. Although it remains unclear whether direct evidence of postmortem survival is possible, investigation of near-death experiencers’ mental functioning during ostensible unconsciousness can provide indirect evidence of the separability of mind and body.

Studies of accurate out-of-body perception reported by near-death experiencers have been limited by the reliance on uncontrolled, retrospective accounts, which may be difficult to verify or assess, due to the possibility of inadvertent sensory cues, subliminal perception, memory distortions, and erroneous probability estimates. The few prospective studies in which visual targets were hidden in places where NDEs might be anticipated failed to provide any evidence of accurate out-of-body perception [128]. A methodological complication of such studies is the questionable motivation for a near-death experiencer to look for and remember an object designated by a researcher as a “target” but having no particular significance for the experiencer.

4. Implications of Near-Death Experiences

Regardless of the causes and interpretations of NDEs, they have consistently been shown to have profound and long-lasting effects on experiencers, and may have important implications for non-experiencers as well.
4.1. Effects of Near-Death Experiences on the Experiencers

The personal aftereffects of NDEs are often profound and long-lasting, often dramatically altering the experiencer’s attitudes, beliefs, and values, leading to increases in spiritual attitudes and interests, concern for others, appreciation of life, and decreases in fear of death, materialism, and competitiveness [14,129,130]. Near-death experiencers often view themselves as integral parts of a benevolent and purposeful universe in which personal gain, particularly at others’ expense, is counterproductive. Studies in several countries have established that these changes are greater in near-death experiencers than in people who survive close brushes with death but do not have NDEs [131–133].

Although Moody described the life-transforming effects of NDEs in his book defining the experience, the first systematic controlled study was published by Russell Noyes five years later. In studies comparing experiencers’ attitudes before and after their experiences, Noyes found that they reported a reduced fear of death, a sense of relative invulnerability, a feeling of special importance or destiny, and a strengthened belief in postmortem existence [134]. The same year, Kenneth Ring reported that NDEs led to greater appreciation for life, renewed sense of purpose, greater confidence and flexibility in coping with life’s vicissitudes, increased value of love and service and decreased concern with personal status and material possessions, greater compassion for others, heightened sense of spiritual purpose, and a greatly reduced fear of death [13]. Subsequent research comparing cardiac arrest survivors who do and do not report NDEs has consistently shown greater attitude changes in the experiencers, particularly in regard to a sense of sacredness of life and purpose in life [8,125].

Several studies have yielded consistent findings showing changes in the experiencers’ perception of self, relationship to others, and attitude toward life [8,13,14,35,125,129–142]. These profound changes in attitudes after NDEs have been corroborated in long-term studies of near-death experiencers. Indeed, survivors of cardiac arrest who reported NDEs reported greater changes 8 years after the event than they had after 2 years [8]. These transformations in attitudes and behavior have also been corroborated by independent surveys with people who had known the experiencers well both before and after the NDE [131].

Changes in perception of the self include loss of a fear of death, strengthened belief in life after death, feeling specially favored by God, a new sense of purpose or mission, and heightened self-esteem [141]. Loss of the fear of death, the most commonly reported effect, is often attributed by experiencers to a new or strengthened belief in postmortem survival and to an experience of death as a joyous reunion. However, despite having less fear of death than other survivors of a near-death event [138], near-death experiencers paradoxically express stronger objections to suicide than do comparison samples, primarily on the basis of increased sense of purpose and self-esteem [122]. The experience in an NDE of an encounter with a loving being is often described as the most meaningful aspect of the NDE, and often forms the basis for a new or enhanced sense of spirituality. A new sense of purpose or mission in life is often related to an experience of having been sent back, or having made a choice to return to life, in order to complete some work. This new sense of purpose contributes to a heightened self-esteem.

Changes in relationship to others include increased compassion and love for others; lessened concern for material gain, recognition, or status; greater desire to serve others; and increased ability to
express feelings [141]. Compared to other survivors of a close brush with death, near-death experiencers place significantly lower value on social status, professional and material success, and fame [137]. These attitudinal changes may lead to alterations in behavior, including career changes, as experiencers feel less concerned with material gain and success, and reject competition as conflicting with their enhanced sense of compassion. They also report feeling greater understanding, acceptance, and tolerance for others, and become more open and freer in expressing their feelings.

Changed attitudes toward life include greater appreciation of and zest for life, increased focus on the present, deeper religious faith or heightened spirituality, greater search for knowledge, and greater appreciation for nature [141]. Although most people who survive close brushes with death report greater appreciation for life, near-death experiencers manifest this in greater zest for life, more intense appreciation for nature and friendship, and living more fully in the moment without concern for the impression they might make, whereas non-experiencers often respond to a close brush with death by becoming more cautious and less likely to take risks [142]. Many experiencers report a greater sense of spirituality [131,143,144] and report a sense of spiritual transformation [140,145,146].

4.2. Effects of Near-Death Experiencers on Western Society

In addition to the well-documented effects of NDEs on the experiencers themselves, there is also evidence that NDEs may profoundly affect non-experiencers. Some of the psychological changes documented in near-death experiencers have been demonstrated in other people who learn of these experiences, as has long been documented in anecdotal reports of the power of knowledge about NDEs to provide comfort, hope, and inspiration to persons who have not themselves had these experiences [147].

Two studies of this effect among college students have corroborated these anecdotal accounts. Sociology students at Miami University of Ohio who had studied NDEs undertook a semester-long project to relate in a compassionate manner to someone they would not have otherwise encountered. Evaluation of the students’ personal journals and questionnaires at the end of the semester suggested that the students involved felt increased compassionate concern for others in general and greater feelings of self-worth, findings that were corroborated in a follow-up survey a year after the course ended [129]. In another study, psychology students at the University of Connecticut who had studied NDEs reported at the end of the course greater appreciation of life, more self-acceptance, increased compassionate concern for others, greater spirituality, less interest in materialistic goals, diminished fear of death, and increased belief in the possibility of postmortem survival [35]. In two replications of this study, carried out at the University of Connecticut and at Montana State University, large majorities of the students reported at the end of a course on NDEs a more spiritual orientation toward life, more positive attitudes toward death, decreased concern about dying, and increased sense of purpose in life [147].

Information about NDEs has begun to influence the healthcare profession, as models have been developed for teaching about NDEs in medical and nursing schools [148,149]. In recent years, this information has inspired some changes in practices among healthcare providers as they become more sensitive to the frequency and effects of NDEs on their patients [150]. Information about near-death experiences has been used by therapists and counselors to reduce suicidal thoughts [123,151,152],
comfort people with terminal illness [153,154] and the bereaved [151,154], and support soldiers going into combat [155].

Within Western society at large, NDEs have become cultural images that are now part of the historical discourse about the ideal society [156]. As they become increasingly disseminated by the popular media, visions of the unearthly world described by near-death experiencers are prompting cultural re-evaluation of personal identity, social values, and lifestyles. Social movements stimulated by rapid and disruptive social changes that had their beginnings in the Industrial Revolution have fragmented and disoriented Western society, which has become a driving force for the recurring pursuit of a morally re-invigorated society. This persistent hope for better world may find added inspiration in near-death experiencers’ accounts of the quality of social relationships, the feelings of calm and well-being, and the striking diminution fear of death associated with their experiences [157].

In the context of the cynicism of the past century in Western society, punctuated by two world wars and innumerable domestic and international conflicts and divisions, the increasing cultural interest in NDEs may play a role in rebuilding a shared view of a better society [156].

5. Conclusions

Near-death experiences have been reported throughout history in many diverse cultures. Although cultural expectations and parameters of the close brush with death may influence the content of some NDEs, the core near-death phenomenology has not varied through the centuries and around the globe. That invariance may reflect universal psychological defenses, neurophysiological processes, or actual experience of a transcendent or mystical domain. Research into these alternative explanations has been hampered by the spontaneous and unpredictable occurrence of NDEs, and has provided only indirect evidence supporting the psychological, neurophysiological, and transcendent interpretations.

The challenge of complex consciousness, including thought processes, perceptions, and memory formation at a time of severely compromised brain function, suggests the need to expand our models of consciousness and its relation to brain. The prevailing notion that the mind can be reduced to neural processes is a philosophical assumption, and there is nothing inherently unscientific about exploring data challenging that assumption and supporting others. Developments in postclassical physics over the past century offer empirical support for a new scientific conceptualization of the interface between mind and brain [158]. Regardless of the causes or interpretations of NDEs, however, they are consistently associated with profound and long-lasting aftereffects on experiencers, and may have important implications for non-experiencers as well.
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